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Party Time For Algae: Dress Code, Red!
Dec 2, 2012 By Arati Rao

Practice Paired Reading
with this article: take
turns reading and
listening to your partner.
After each paragraph,
summarize and state the
main points.

The red tide. Photo: Craig Greenhill, in the Daily Telegraph

The ocean has turned red by the shores of Sydney. Beaches are closed and swimmers
are not venturing out. Moreover, the water glows in the dark. Is this cause for worry?
Well, let’s see.
A red tide
This is what is called a “red tide” or an algal bloom. It is a perfectly natural
phenomenon and has nothing to do with the end of the world. So that theory can be
struck out. What remains are little marine algae – this one called noctiluca
scintillans that is naturally occurring. Why the water has turned red is because the
temperature and the nutrients in the water are just the right amount to allow these
algae to bloom. And bloom they do – in their millions.
Some of them can smell bad and release gases and chemicals as a part of their
metabolism that can irritate the skin. Some can be even more dangerous as they can
cause something called paralytic shellfish poisoning because they release a toxin. And
yet others can be harmful to fish as they deplete oxygen in the water. These dangers
can be multiplied if the bloom occurs in a bay or a contained area.
Always red?
Are these blooms always red? No. There are blooms that could be colorless or a
shade of pink or green. It depends on the kind of bacteria causing the bloom and the
factors that are causing it. Are blooms always in seas and oceans? No. If the water
conditions are right in salty water – like it is in Sydney, a bloom could take over the
shoreline. If fresh water has the right nutrients, a bloom could occur in a river as well.
Either way, it has to be tested for toxins and noxious gases that could be released and
harm either humans or other creatures in the water.
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How can you treat algal blooms?
Algal blooms typically last about a week or so and subside. However, they are very
difficult to treat or control. Predicting their formation is not easy as conditions have to
be just right – and blooms could be caused by several different organisms – each
needing a different set of “perfect conditions.” Occurring mostly in coastal systems,
they do prove to be very complex and even after dying out and sinking to the sea floor,
they could release gases or break down in such a way that they deplete the water of
essential nutrients like oxygen. This makes it hard to control them.
This is not the Mayan end of the world at any rate, it’s just a few million unicellular
organisms deciding to come out and paint the sea red!

